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Executive Director’s Message
LIKE IT OR NOT, RATIONING IS HERE TO STAY!
LADY GAGA SPEAKS OUT!
FORGET ABOUT USING THOSE BOAT RAMPS!
It was bound to happen! Mandatory water
rationing has arrived, as we all knew it would. It’s
been evident that we Californian’s have been living
on borrowed time for the past few years as rainfall
has disappeared and reservoir levels have dropped.
Actually, the seeds for this action were sown in
January when Governor Brown declared a drought
State of Emergency.
This decisive action paved the way for an on-going litany of unprecedented
actions by the State’s regulators, and in particular, the State Waterboard.
On July 29th, The Waterboard put into effect an emergency regulation to
increase conservation practices for all Californians. This new regulation
targets outdoor urban water use such as the washing down of driveways
and sidewalks; watering of outdoor landscapes that cause excess runoff;
using a hose without a shutoff valve to wash vehicles, and using potable
water in a fountain or decorative water feature, unless the water is
recirculated.

Even Lady Gaga is getting into the act, as she has teamed
up with the State of California to assist with the State’s
drought awareness program, “Save Our Water”, by
SCAP STAFF
releasing a Public Service Announcement (PSA) asking
John Pastore, Executive Director Californians to join the effort and take extraordinary
jpastore@scap1.org
measures to save water during the drought. Her brief
Pam
Merriam,
Administrator PSA can be found here.
pmerriam@scap1.org
But really, just how bad is the current drought compared to others that
Ray Miller, Exec. Director Emeritus many of us native Californian’s have faced? For many of us that don’t live
rmiller@scap1.org
close to a reservoir or other water impoundment, we easily lose sight of
the effects of the current state of drought that we are in. Sure, we see the
brown hills everywhere but it’s been that way for as long as I can
Southern California Alliance of
remember. Heck, even as a kid, I can remember riding the Greyhound bus
Publicly Owned Treatment Works
to visit my grandparents in Washington state and marveling at how green
P.O. Box 231565
everything was there, then as I returned to California I couldn’t believe how
Encinitas, CA 92024-1565
brown and dead everything looked. Perhaps the best way to gauge the
Ph. (760) 479-4880
effects of the drought is to compare the shoreline of a typical reservoir now
Fax (760) 479-4881
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against what it looked like a few years ago. The picture below on the left is what Lake Oroville in northern California

looked like in 2011. Now compare that with the picture to the right and you can see how dramatically the shoreline
has receded now in 2014.

Other examples of receding shorelines can be seen at Folsom Lake on the left and Shasta Lake on the right.
Fortunately, we are in significantly better shape to handle such a drought now, than we were even a few years ago.
Especially here in southern California where wastewater agencies are doing everything they can to maximize their
recycled water production and water agencies are correspondingly doing everything they can to utilize recycled
water and reduce their reliance on imported water.
We all can use a helping hand and water and wastewater agencies are no exception. In July 2009, the State Water
Resources Control Board adopted General Waste Discharge Requirements for Landscape Irrigation Uses of Municipal
Recycled Water. This General Permit makes it easier for eligible agencies to obtain a permit for using recycled water
for landscape irrigation of parks, greenbelts, playgrounds, school yards, athletic fields, golf courses, cemeteries,
residential landscaping, HOA common areas, commercial and industrial landscaping, industrial landscaping,and
highway and street landscaping.
Not to be outdone, the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board this past week conducted a CEQA scoping
meeting to discuss its intent to amend the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Diego Basin that would change the
Nitrate Water Quality Objective for 44 groundwater basins within the San Diego Region. Essentially, this amendment
would change the groundwater quality objective for nitrate to the drinking water Maximum Containment Level (MCL)
of 45 milligrams per liter as NO3. This is a welcome change and, although it does not address discharges to surface
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waters, it will encourage the use of recycled water for irrigation and substantiate the fact that any nitrogen present
in recycled water will be taken up by the plants, lost to the atmosphere through volatilization of ammonia or
denitrification, or stored in the soil matrix.
Getting back to our combined efforts to save water, we have to be further encouraged by a recent Waterboard
survey that shows, since January, the water conservation efforts by a majority of water suppliers in California has
resulted in a 5% decline in water use statewide. However, as we are fast approaching the point when there will be
less opportunities to reduce non-irrigation usage, it becomes extremely important for all of us to continue working
together to develop strategies for developing and maximizing alternative water supplies. A poster child for this type
of cooperation is certainly the North San Diego County Regional Recycled Water Project Partners.
These ten participating agencies—Olivenhain Municipal Water District, Carlsbad Municipal Water District, Vallecitos
Water District, Santa Fe Irrigation District, Vista Irrigation District, the City of Oceanside, Leucadia Wastewater
District, San Elijo Joint Powers Authority, the City of Escondido, and Rincon del Diablo Municipal Water District
developed a Regional Recycled Water Facilities Plan in 2011 and have aggressively pursued grant funding since the
partnership was born in 2010. Their long-term project, the North San Diego County Regional Recycled Water Project,
is a comprehensive, cross-jurisdictional partnership matching areas with high recycled water demand to facilities that
can produce enough recycled water to meet that demand. It is anticipated that the project will help the agencies
achieve the state-mandated potable water reduction of 20 percent by the year 2020 by adding nearly 30 million
gallons per day of recycled water to North County's water supply portfolio, while offsetting the water demand of
approximately 75,000 households.
Thirstily yours,

John Pastore
SCAP Receives Commendation from Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD) by Pamela Merriam, SCAP
On July 23rd SCAP Executive Director, John Pastore,
was presented a Certificate of Commendation by the
OCSD Board of Directors recognizing SCAP’s long-term
relationship with OCSD and SCAP’s contributions to its
membership. OCSD is currently celebrating its 60th
year of providing outstanding service to its customers.
Presenting the certificate to John was OCSD Board
Chair, Tom Beamish, and OCSD General Manager Jim
Herberg.
OCSD also presented commendations to the California
Water Environment Association (CWEA) and the
California Association of Sanitation Agencies (CASA).
OCSD Board Chair, Tom Beamish, SCAP’s John Pastore & GM Jim Herberg
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Everyone seems to be in a rush these days to enjoy summer before it ends!
Photo courtesy of Ralph Palomares

California Clean Water Summit Partners Update by John Pastore, SCAP
The California Clean Water Summit Partners consist of the following associations:
 Bay Area Clean Water Association (BACWA)
 California Association of Sanitation Agencies (CASA)
 California Water Environment Association (CWEA)
 Central Valley Clean Water Association (CVCWA)
 Southern California Alliance of Publicly Owned Treatment Works (SCAP)
 Tri-TAC
The meetings consist of the executive officers and presidents from each association along with invited guests from the
regulatory agencies. The purpose of the meetings is to collaborate on issues of statewide concern with the intention
of presenting a unified message to the regulators.
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AIR QUALITY COMMITTEE REPORT
Kris Flaig, Chair
kris.flaig@lacity.org

David Rothbart, Vice Chair
drothbart@lacsd.org

LOCAL AIR DISTRICT NEWS AT A GLANCE
Posted meeting dates and proposed new rule development for the following air districts can be found at these sites:
Imperial County APCD
Mojave Desert AQMD
San Diego APCD
Santa Barbara APCD

Ventura County APCD

South Coast AQMD

Climate Change Update by Kris Flaig, Chair–City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation
The SCAP Air Quality Committee is plugged into the continually developing scene of Climate Change and Greenhouse
Gasses. Sarah Deslauriers, CWCCG Program Manager, Greg Kester, CASA Director of Renewable Resource Programs,
and Frank Caponi, LACSD Division Engineer for Air Quality lead this effort. With their leadership, we address
proposed regulations and legislation, and review policy documents from various parts of government that take many
forms.
On Tuesday, July 29, 2014, the day that my father turned 88, the White House released a new report: The Cost of
Delaying Action to Stem Climate Change. This report is an evaluation of environmental economics that is toned
down for larger consumption by non-economists. The thesis, as indicated by the title, is that Climate Change will
cause economic damages, and that delay of dealing with these future (1 year to 100 years) economic damages will
require greater spending down the road for every year that we delay in addressing Climate Change. The bugaboo in
all of this is that there may be a tipping point, unknown as of yet, after which environmental catastrophe may occur
and may be irreversible, and that delay in spending followed by abrupt spending on mitigations and adaptations may
enable us to avoid a tipping point.
As a student of economics, I get this! Heck, there may be a series of tipping points, perhaps causing a cascading
permanent loss of environmental features, such as ice sheets, species, etc. But, a measure of caution is warranted,
as the substance of this report is based on “large estimated economic damages," and is “subject to large
uncertainties.”
This report is based on a sub-field of economics known as environmental economics, classes for which are common
in graduate and undergraduate curricula. This sub-field first qualifies then attempts to quantify the risks or
uncertainties in terms of dollars per metric. Like another sub-field of economics, insurance, we can understand, even
if we don’t totally agree, that dollar amounts can and must be attached to loss of a tree or forest, just like a house or
a neighborhood, depending on the severity of a given loss (call it an accident, event, or disaster).
As we can readily see from our experience with the SCAQMD, change to regulations can be slow, and change to
regulations when dependent on new technologies (e.g., Rule 1110.2) can be slower. In like manner, any changes in
habits or regulations that may tend to alleviate Climate Change and its adverse effects may require more than
California’s “early measures” or cap & trade system; and a delay in taking action may require more extreme and
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abrupt actions to achieve a given GHG objective. We have learned to despise laws and regulations that are passed
with little or no review, so the need to address Climate Change and its adverse effects may require greater effort in
the next few years than in the last few years of this and subsequent decades.
This White House report is short on answers (especially sources of funding!), but includes a number of references
that provide a greater understanding of how to find the answers. Like the weather, some answers are likely to be
spot-on, while others may not be the best. Both environmental economics and weather forecasting will attempt to
reduce the uncertainty of future events, thereby reducing risks of adverse effects on the environment, natural or
man-made. This report may repeat much of what we already know, but encapsulates it at an appropriate time for
addressing Climate Change.
As my father says, a good day is an uneventful day. So, maybe we need to work towards a series of uneventful
tomorrows?
SCAQMD Proposed Rule 1188 by David Rothbart, Vice Chair - LACSD
SCAQMD recently commenced rulemaking for a rule intended to reduce VOC emissions from vacuum truck
operations. The genesis of this rule was BAAQMD Rule 53, which required control for vacuum trucks employed at
refineries and other petroleum operations. BAAQMD staff indicated that some control equipment can be integrated
into vacuum trucks, but outboard carbon adsorption or thermal oxidation systems would require a portable trailer.
SCAQMD staff is proposing to mimic the BAAQMD rule and potentially include other industry sectors, such as
wastewater. SCAP members are working with SCAQMD to quantify VOC emissions from the wastewater sector. We
believe that these efforts will illustrate that emissions from wastewater vacuum truck operations are insufficient to
warrant regulation. SCAQMD staff has tentatively scheduled this rule for Governing Board approval in November
2014.
SCAQMD Rule 1110.2 Status Report by David Rothbart, Vice Chair - LACSD
On July 25th, the SCAQMD staff provided an annual Rule 1110.2 status report to the Stationary Source Committee.
The report provided a brief overview of ongoing demonstration projects and SCAQMD’s biogas cleanup toolbox. The
toolbox is a spreadsheet that generates preliminary cost estimates for biogas cleanup systems using information
provided by vendors. At this meeting, SCAP members expressed that the toolbox didn’t reflect site-specific
complications experienced by those performing technology demonstrations. Several SCAP members also
summarized research and construction difficulties posed by Rule 1110.2 and requested additional time to complete
their respective retrofit projects. In response, SCAQMD Board members concurred that these agencies should be
provided additional time to retrofit their biogas engines. SCAQMD staff committed to holding another biogas
technology meeting in January 2015 to discuss the status of the demonstrations and how much additional time might
be required to achieve compliance.
Calculated Cancer Risks Will Greatly Increase under New OEHHA Guidelines – Update by Patrick Griffith, LACSD
Cancer risks reported under the state’s AB2588 program could triple overnight once OEHHA’s latest draft health risk
assessment (HRA) guidance document is approved. Although orders of magnitude smaller than other more dominant
risks like smoking and diet, the risks calculated under OEHHA guidelines can trigger public notices of a perceived
increased risk to the community and mandated risk reduction plans if “action-level” thresholds are exceeded. Even if
emissions of most carcinogens remained unchanged, thousands of facilities could be affected according to a recent
CAPCOA estimate.
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The public review period for the draft HRA guidance will close August 18th. This review is limited to the document’s
usability, i.e., how well the document portrays previous OEHHA efforts revising, piece-by-piece, the major building
blocks of health risk assessments for air exposure.
The anticipated release for both the final new guidance and CARB’s risk assessment software (HARP) could occur by
year’s end. Until that time, SCAQMD will still accept health risk assessments performed under its 2005 guidance for
new permits requiring a Rule 1401 analysis. Local air districts depend on the OEHHA guidance for assessing risk from
new permits and for facility AB2588 reports.
Local air districts throughout California will set risk management thresholds based on CARB guidance to be developed
after the final OEHHA guidance is issued. SCAP members should carefully track how their air district sets their risk
management thresholds – these could be more stringent than CARB’s recommended levels. OEHHA is not accepting
comments on the underlying science behind its draft guidance, citing prior reviews and approval by the Cal/EPA
Scientific Review Panel. However, public comment will be accepted later when CARB updates its risk management
guidelines, and for risk management rules at the local level like SCAQMD’s Rules 1401 and 1402.
Changes to SCAQMD’s Emissions Reporting System Will Further Stress SCAP Member Resources by Patrick Griffith,
LACSD and Randa AbuShaban, OCSD
Burdensome reporting requirements will now be imposed on SCAP members who submit annual emissions reports
(AER) to the SCAQMD. Severe time constraints may result for these SCAP agencies because of expanded reporting
requirements. SCAQMD’s mandatory reporting software for AERs is now more laborious and counter-intuitive than
ever because reporting is now required not only for each permit, but even separate “devices and processes” within a
single permit. For some SCAP members, this detailed reporting could triple the work needed to complete an AER.
Though released with limited vetting and notice, SCAQMD staff has been reluctant to consider stakeholder
suggestions until very recently. SCAP and other stakeholders have pressured SCAQMD to expand its outreach and
address technical and administrative concerns with the new system. These stakeholders hope to minimize needlessly
repetitive entries by streamlining the revamped reporting portal.
SCAP transmitted a letter to SCAQMD staff suggesting a continued dialogue on SCAP’s proposed technical and
administrative modifications. Although these modifications, such as restoring the ability to combine similar emission
units, have not yet been fully incorporated into the new software, SCAQMD staff has recently indicated a willingness
to consider some options. Moreover, SCAQMD management has agreed, based mainly on SCAP lobbying, to extend
the reporting deadline by 30 days. Nevertheless, despite the extended deadline, SCAP members who report their air
emissions to the SCAQMD should begin populating the software with their specific emissions sources, and consider
the need for additional staff to meet the increased reporting requirements.
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BIOSOLIDS COMMITTEE REPORT
Matt Bao, Chair
mbao@lacsd.org

Tom Meregillano, Vice Chair
TMeregillano@ocsd.org

Diane Gilbert Jones, Vice Chair
diane.gilbert@lacity.org

August 12th Joint Biosolids/Energy Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
Please join us for a special joint meeting of SCAP’s Biosolids and Energy Management Committees that will be held
on August 12th at the Irvine Ranch Water District, Michelson Water Recycling Plant, in Irvine, CA. The meeting will
include presentations on our host’s Embedded Energy Management Plan, as it relates to wastewater/recycled water;
IRWD’s Biosolids & Energy Recovery Facility, including a virtual tour of the planned facilities; a roundtable discussion
by utility representatives and POTW representatives on electricity rates, programs and charges, as they relate to
water/wastewater facilities; and a presentation by Gate5 Energy Partners on their Biosolids Management Alternative
for Renewable Energy Generation. Lunch will be included.
Further details can be found on the SCAP website here.
Update AB 371 – Kern County Sludge Bill by Tom Meregillano, Vice Chair – OCSD and Greg Kester, CASA
In spite of efforts from the wastewater community to oppose the bill, the Senate Environmental Quality Committee
passed AB 371 on June 18, 2014 and was amended to allow the State Water Resources Board to require pathogen,
endotoxin, and additional testing on the effects of sewage sludge or other biological solids on properties in Kern
County. Testing will also include shallow groundwater at the application site. The bill was set to be heard in the
Senate Appropriations Committee on August 4th.
However, because the Appropriations Committee analysis concluded that the requirements in the bill would have
been very costly to those impacted, which included some state facilities, the bill was placed on the Committee
suspense file and will not be taken up again until August 14th. There will be no additional testimony on this bill at
that time, as bills are generally passed off the suspense file based on the priorities of the author and other factors.
Should Assemblyman Salas decide to pursue the Bill, the Appropriations Committee would then consider it on August
14th and it would still need to go to the full Senate for approval as well as the Governor's office. So in short, since
the bill is costly, it may make it less likely to move forward but there are a number of factors involved, making it
impossible to predict its fate. CASA will keep us posted on what happens on the 14th.
Kern County Measure-E Litigation by Tom Meregillano, Vice Chair - OCSD
As you may recall, the Court agreed to a request by Kern County to render a decision on the amount of time allowed
to initiate a case in State Court after dismissal in Federal Court. On July 7, 2014 the California Supreme Court
reversed the Appellate Court ruling on the statute of limitation grounds. The case was remanded to the California
Superior Court, presiding Judge Hicks. The ruling was a technical ruling regarding only the timing of the lawsuit
against the Kern Biosolids Ban. There are other grounds for upholding the timeliness of the lawsuit that will now be
reviewed by the trial court. One of these grounds is that California law provides that a new lawsuit can be brought
anytime within a year following an appeals court ruling dismissing the case on a non-merits basis. The Court of
Appeal ruled in 2013 on the merits of the case that the Kern biosolids ban was unconstitutional and violated
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California’s law that mandates recycling under the California Integrated Waste Management Act. The Supreme Court
refused Kern County’s requests and did not consider these substantive issues. SCAP will continue to track this issue
and keep members updated.
Biosolids Conference Announcements
27th Annual Northwest Biosolids Management Association Conference: September 7-9, 2014 - Stevenson, WA.
Theme of this year's Biosolids is “Lost in Translation – Demystifying Biosolids. Conference” which will focus on
distilling latest research on biosolids treatment methods and beneficial use. Early Registration fee of $415.00 (Early
registration ends on August 18) Online registration: https://cm.wsu.edu/biosolids2014

COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
Ralph Palomares, Chair
RPalomares@etwd.com

Dindo Carrillo, Vice Chair
dcarrillo@ocsd.com

Collection Systems Committee Update by Ralph Palomares, El Toro Water District
[Editor’s Note: Our fearless leader, Ralph, is currently out of commission while he recovers from a shoulder injury.
We wish him the best and look forward to hearing from him next month. Get well soon Ralph!]
August 25th SCAP Collection Systems Committee Meeting has been canceled by John Pastore, SCAP
Please note that our Collections Committee meeting originally scheduled for August 25th has been cancelled and will
be rescheduled to a new date. Unfortunately our featured speaker, who was flying in from the East Coast, had an
unforeseen conflict arise and will not be able to attend. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have resulted
in to your schedule.
SCAQMD Proposed Rule 1188 by David Rothbart, Vice Chair - LACSD
SCAQMD recently commenced rulemaking for a rule intended to reduce VOC emissions from vacuum truck
operations. The genesis of this rule was BAAQMD Rule 53, which required control for vacuum trucks employed at
refineries and other petroleum operations. BAAQMD staff indicated that some control equipment can be integrated
into vacuum trucks, but outboard carbon adsorption or thermal oxidation systems would require a portable trailer.
SCAQMD staff is proposing to mimic the BAAQMD rule and potentially include other industry sectors, such as
wastewater. SCAP members are working with SCAQMD to quantify VOC emissions from the wastewater sector. We
believe that these efforts will illustrate that emissions from wastewater vacuum truck operations are insufficient to
warrant regulation. SCAQMD staff has tentatively scheduled this rule for Governing Board approval in November
2014. [Editor’s Note: On July 29th, eight of our SCAP member agencies and I met with AQMD staff to share our
concerns over the inclusion of wastewater vactor trucks in this rule. We left the meeting with the understanding that
AQMD would seek further emissions testing data from a few of our members and work with SCAP to survey members
for specific operational details.]
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Santa Cruz County Sanitation District Update released by the SWRCB
On July 18, 2014, the Central Coast Water Board Assistant Executive Officer and the Santa Cruz County Sanitation
District agreed to settle the alleged violation of Clean Water Act section 301 and Statewide Waste Discharge
Requirements for Sanitary Sewer Systems, State Water Board Order No. 2006-0003-DWQ for $276,212.22.
Order No. R3-2014-0038, Settlement Agreement and Stipulation for Entry of Administrative Civil Liability Order
(Proposed) is hereby published on July 24, 2014, for public comment through August 24, 2014. The proposed Order
alleges that the District failed to prevent sanitary sewer overflows commencing on March 26, 2011, April 18, 2011,
and January 13, 2014, which together spilled an estimated 136,411 gallons of untreated sewage to the ground and
state and federal surface waters. The proposed Order allows the District to pay one half of the total liability, or
$138,106.11, towards an Enhanced Compliance Action project to construct an underground detention structure to
temporarily capture flows during high intensity wet weather events. The proposed Order requires the District to pay
the remaining half of the total liability, or $138,106.11, to the State Water Board Cleanup and Abatement Account,
which provides grants to clean up pollution in cases where no viable responsible party is available, or for habitat
restoration, studies, monitoring, and planning activities.
If comments or information received during this public comment period do not reasonably affect the proposed
settlement, the Assistant Executive Officer will present the Order to the Central Coast Water Board or its Executive
Officer for adoption. The public may submit written comments to: Central Coast Water Board, Attn: Harvey Packard,
895 Aerovista Place, Suite 101, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401, or may email comments to
Harvey.Packard@waterboards.ca.gov .

ENERGY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Steven Hernandez, Chair
shernandez@lacsd.org

Jesse Pompa, Vice Chair
jpompa@ieua.org

August 12th Joint Energy/Biosolids Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
Please join us for a special joint meeting of SCAP’s Energy Management and Biosolids Committees, which is
scheduled for August 12th at the Irvine Ranch Water District, Michelson Water Recycling Plant, in Irvine, CA. The
meeting will include presentations on our host’s Embedded Energy Management Plan, as it relates to
wastewater/recycled water; IRWD’s Biosolids & Energy Recovery Facility, including a virtual tour of the planned
facilities; a roundtable discussion by utility representatives and POTW representatives on electricity rates, programs
and charges, as they relate to water/wastewater facilities; and a presentation by Gate5 Energy Partners on their
Biosolids Management Alternative for Renewable Energy Generation. Further details can be found on the SCAP
website here.
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Southern California Edison 21st Annual Water Conference
Please mark your calendar! Southern California Edison (SCE) is proud to sponsor the 21st Annual Water Conference a two day conference designed to help save energy and the environment. Day one will feature exciting guest
speakers and discussions on some of the most relevant water and wastewater topics facing customers today. Day
two will offer a selection of classes designed to educate water and wastewater agencies. Registration begins
Monday, July 21, 2014. To register visit www.sce.com/workshops or call 626.812.7537.
The Conference location and time is as follows:
Energy Education Center - Irwindale
6090 N. Irwindale Avenue
Irwindale, CA 91702
Tuesday, September 9 & Wednesday, September 10, 2014
Solar Water Purification Technology Recycles Ag Runoff reprinted from International Business Times, written by
Meagan Clark on July 14, 2014
A water recycling pilot project in California’s drought-plagued agricultural heartland is looking for customers among
local cities to fund a $25 million to $30 million expansion that would break ground next year and scale up its current
14,000-gallons-per-day production to 2 million gallons a day as early as next summer.
The water treatment plant, owned and operated by the San Francisco-area company WaterFX and funded by the
state, captures heat from the sun with curved mirrors stretching 377 feet that evaporate and condense pure H2O
from dirty, salty groundwater and agricultural drainage. The $1 million pilot plant, founded by technology
entrepreneur Aaron Mandell, started about a year ago. “If proven successful and cost-effective, the process could go
really big-time,” said Dennis Falaschi, manager of the Panoche Drainage District, which is utilizing the system. Still, he
cautioned this "is not a process that’s going to solve California’s water woes.” For now, it’s “supplementary” and
currently provides a “very small” percentage of the valley’s fresh water, he said. On Monday, the Panoche Valley
baked in 102-degree heat, and the residents haven't seen significant rainfall in three years, Falaschi said.
WaterFX’s method produces water at about $450 per acre-foot (an acre-foot is about 326,000 gallons), and its
economic viability could largely depend on how much water will be available in coming years. A comparable process
of producing fresh water from seawater, called reverse osmosis, is used in a few cities in California but uses much
more electricity, can harm fish populations and costs anywhere from $750 to $2,000 per acre-foot. A federal water
management system called the Central Valley Project provides farmers with water for $280 per acre-foot when it’s
available. This year, farmers in Panoche Valley didn’t receive a single drop of that water due to the crisis. Many
farmers across California have rationed water to their most valuable crops like grapes while letting others like
tomatoes lie fallow, which could drive up food prices across the country. Some farmers were forced to buy water
from spot markets at around $3,500 per acre-foot. “We need to be able to market the water. We have to find a
buyer,” Falaschi said. “Agriculture can’t afford that [$450 per acre-foot]. We need to find a local city to buy it.”
According to Mandell, the water treatment plant is a good idea no matter the rainfall, because "climate change has
provided a new normal." The Panoche Valley could save the fresh water one year and decide to sell the water
produced to another community the next year. "The reality is these types of projects really don’t depend on the
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drought," he said. "Regardless of the drought conditions, we’re trying to produce water that has 100 percent
reliability. Extended dry periods like we’re seeing now are going to become more and more normal."
Dry and wet years in California are pretty unpredictable, said Doug Parker, director of the California Institute for
Water Resources at the University of California. This year the state is getting two-thirds of its water from
underground and one-third from surface water like rivers, a flip-flop from recent years when two-thirds of water
consumption came from surface waters. “I think the WaterFX technology is good and will have some application in
some places,” Parker said. However, he said he thinks widespread solutions to California’s water woes are more
about preserving and using water efficiently than innovating ways to produce water.
Meanwhile, Mandell is asking others to adopt his water purification method and help improve it, seeing his
company's role as installing and operating future modules. "We want to promote the use of this technology, and we
intend to put everything we’ve developed into the public domain," he said.

WATER ISSUES COMMITTEE REPORT
Al Javier, Vice Chair, Chair
javiera@emwd.org

Jennifer Shepardson, Vice Chair
Shepardson_Je@sbcity.org

September 23rd Water Issues Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
Please join us for a meeting of the Water Issues Committee that will be held on September 23 rd at the Irvine Ranch
Water District, Michelson Water Recycling Plant, in Irvine, CA. The meeting will feature a presentation by IRWD staff
on its Phase II Expansion and conduct a tour of their MBR and UV disinfectant treatment facilities. A meeting
announcement will be sent out later in the month.
Waters of the U.S. Fact Sheet courtesy of NACWA
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Army Corps) jointly released a
proposed rule in April seeking to clarify which water bodies are subject to the Clean Water Act (CWA). NACWA had
urged EPA to pursue any changes to CWA jurisdiction via a formal rulemaking process instead of via a guidance
document, as was the past approach. NACWA has also long advocated for maintaining the waste treatment system
exemption in any new jurisdictional rule, and this proposal does just that.
EPA and the Army Corps contend that the rule does not expand the reach of the CWA to include any new types of
waters that have not historically been covered under the Act and is consistent with the Supreme Court’s more
narrow reading of CWA jurisdiction. The draft rule has many components, but below are the key elements from the
perspective of the municipal clean water community that NACWA has identified, that will guide our comment
development. Other national municipal organizations have expressed concerns about the potential of the rule to
have a limiting effect on economic development.
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We hope this information will also help inform those Member Agencies developing their own comments on the rule
or who may be dealing with this issue with their own Boards or other local elected or appointed officials, while
NACWA completes its official comments.
Key Elements for the Clean Water Community
The draft rule:
 Maintains and clearly articulates an exemption for waste treatment systems designed to meet the
requirements of the CWA.
 Exempts groundwater from federal jurisdictional reach.
 Does not change the regulatory status of water transfers.
 Excludes certain ditches that are located in upland areas with less than perennial flow from jurisdiction.
Other ditches would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis for jurisdiction. However, the draft rule is not clear
on what would qualify as an “upland” area. The draft rule’s general treatment of ditches has cause significant
confusion and is in need of clarification (see below).
 Exempts discharges incidental to stormwater runoff from lands that may be used for biosolids application
under the agricultural stormwater discharge exemption.
Clarifications NACWA Will Seek
 The final rule must clarify that municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) are covered by the waste
treatment system exemption and will not be jurisdictional under the CWA above any existing point of
permitted discharge, including any ditches that are part of an MS4.
 The draft rule is very confusing on its treatment of ditches, including which ditches will be specifically
excluded from jurisdiction. Greater clarity on this point is needed, especially regarding how ditches could
impact jurisdictional determinations for MS4s.
 EPA has verbally stated that the proposed rule is not intended to make green infrastructure (GI) installations
jurisdictional, indicating that any GI installation or GI practice designed to meet CWA obligations or achieve
water quality goals is not meant to be included. However, EPA and the Army Corps need to specifically clarify
this in the final rule.
 The draft rule does not address the issue of recycled water projects, in particular those using wetlands to
treat millions of gallons of water a day. EPA and the Army Corps must clarify the regulatory exemption of
these recycled water projects.
 Differences in how states have implemented CWA jurisdiction in the past raise concerns about how the new
rule will interface with existing state practice. This results in the perception that the rule is, contrary to
EPA/Army Corps claims, expanding federal jurisdiction. EPA and the Army Corps will need to address this
issue in the rule preamble.
 Concerns have been raised regarding a potential increase in federal enforcement over sanitary sewer
overflows (SSOs) that previously would not be considered jurisdictional (for example, discharges into ditches
that are not currently be considered a WOTUS). NACWA is exploring the implications of the rule on SSOs.
Comments for Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OW-2011-0880 were originally due on July 21. However, interest groups filed
requests for extension, to which EPA and the Army Corps responded with a 90-day extension, making the new
comment deadline October 20, 2014. NACWA encourages its Member Agencies to evaluate the potential impacts of
the rule for their utility and to help NACWA understand as many of the unique scenarios that may be of importance
to association members and, as appropriate, include these in our national comment effort. Please contact Brenna
Mannion at bmannion@nacwa.org for more information.
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NACWA State and Regional Association Conference Call-July 23, 2014
Attendees
Association of Ohio Municipal Wastewater Agencies (AOMWA) - Jessica DeMonte
California Association of Sanitation Agencies (CASA) - Adam Link
Colorado Stormwater Council (CSC) - Jill Piatt-Kemper
Georgia Association of Water Professionals (GAWP) - Jack Dozier, Mark Wyzalek
Illinois Association of Wastewater Agencies (IAWA) - Mark Eddington
Maryland, Virginia Association of Municipal Wastewater Agencies (MAMWA, VAMWA) - Paul Calamita
Michigan WEA (MWEA) - Karlyn Wickham
Missouri Public Utility Alliance (MPUA) - Phil Walsack
New England WEA (NEWEA) - Mary Barry, Bob Fisher
New York WEA (NYWEA) - Steve Fangmann
Southern California Alliance of Publicly Owned Treatment Works (SCAP) - John Pastore
Texas Association of Cleanwater Agencies (TACWA)/ WEAT - Julie Nahrgang, Raj Bhattarai
NACWA Staff
Nathan Gardner-Andrews, Cynthia Finley, Chris Hornback, Brenna Mannion, Hannah Mellman, Amanda Waters
National Overview
Regulatory
Public Health Forum: EPA’s Expert Forum on Public Health Impacts of Blending, was held in June to discuss the public
health implications of discharges from blending of peak flows at POTWs.
Biogenic Emissions: The U.S. Supreme Court ruled on June 23 that EPA is prohibited under the CAA from regulating
stationary sources via the Title V and Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) programs based solely on GHG
pollutants. POTWs will benefit from this decision because the vast majority are considered non-major sources under
the CAA and potentially faced future Title V and PSD permitting due to GHG emissions generated onsite by burning of
biogas and/or biosolids, process emissions, or other sources of GHG emissions.
State Perspectives
TACWA presented the status of biogenic emissions regulation in the State of Texas, which is after a law was signed in
April, GHG emissions were to be permitted at POTWs, but because of a provision in a different statute the state is
now waiting to see what will happen.
Integrated Planning/Affordability
1. EPA Technical Assistance: Received 28 Letters of Interest for $330K of assistance from 9 EPA regions.
2. Region 2/NJ IP workshop being planned for Fall 2014.
3. Draft affordability document from EPA
Legislative
House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Integrated Planning Hearing 7/24/14: Steve Meyer, President of
the Association of Missouri Cleanwater Agencies delivered testimony on NACWA’s behalf. Full hearing can be
watched here: http://transportation.house.gov/calendar/eventsingle.aspx?EventID=387841
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WRRDA: will 1) extend the CWSRF loan repayment periods to up to 30 years; 2) codify additional subsidization
provisions enabling economically distressed communities to receive more affordable financing; 3) incentivize
investments in innovative water projects in line with the Utility of the Future campaign; 4) incentivize partnerships
between municipal POTWs and upstream property owners to collaboratively tackle non-point source pollution and
improve water quality, and 5) incentivize POTWs to undertake practices to ensure increased resiliency against
disasters.
Legal
Ohio Legal Cases: NACWA partnered with AOMWA to filed amicus briefs in two cases. One brief in litigation before
the Ohio Supreme Court addressed whether constitutional due process is violated when a permittee is denied the
ability to challenge allocations in a TMDL until the allocations are used to develop NPDES permit limits. The other
supported the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District (NEORSD) and urges the state supreme court to overturn a
lower court ruling that invalidated NEORSD’s stormwater management program.
MAMSA Stormwater Brief: NACWA joined the Maryland Municipal Stormwater Association to file a brief in the
Maryland Appeals Court arguing the CWA does not require MS4s to comply with water quality standards, as was
required by the Montgomery County MS4 permit.
Waters of the United States Discussion: Both TACWA and CASA specify that they will comment on the waste
treatment exemption and whether it applies to infiltration basins and reuse ponds.
GAWP: concerned with spills into dry ditches being considered an illegal spill into WOTUS; need clarification on
ditches.
Other Issues
Guest blog posters for NACWA’s Water Voice blog:
Past by Maine Water Environment Association (MEWEA; formerly the Maine WasteWater Control Association), and
upcoming from TACWA. Contact Brenna if you/your organization are interested in blogging!
Open floor for issues of importance
1. NACWA Utility of the Future Webinars: www.nacwa.org/path
2. SCAP is litigating with USEPA over two significant test procedures in the Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) testing
program. Suit is filed, briefs will still need to be filed.
SWRCB Nutrient Workgroup by George Gallis, LACSD
On July 17th the SCCWRP Commission's Technical Advisory Group (“CTAG”, a panel consisting of representatives of
SCCWRP's member agencies and acting as the primary link between the SCCWRP Commission and member agency
and SCCWRP staff) held a meeting at SCCWRP to discuss SCCRWP’s proposed pathway for setting research priorities
that may inform the State Board process on the formation of a state-wide freshwater NNE policy. Representatives
from member agencies from the stormwater, POTW, and regulatory communities participated. LACSD staff and
Diana Engle from LWA were in attendance.
The general approach and SCCWRP’s scope of nutrient-related projects were reviewed, and research priorities &
other suggestions for additional investigation and research were proposed by various CTAG members. This CTAG
meeting gave us an indication of what the next NNE stakeholder meeting will have to address in the near future,
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since we are seeing gaps in the science input we would like to get from SCCWRP’s Technical Team as we try to make
progress towards the development of nutrient policy.
SCCWRP approach and research activities overview – the SCCWRP Whiteboard:
The attached Excel spreadsheet shows the final version of SCCWRP’s whiteboard showing the entire
scope of nutrient-related work.

DMS-#3047582-v1-S
CCWRP_Whiteboard_July_17-2014_

Things to note on this spreadsheet:
 Specific projects that have funding and the associated funding amounts available are shown in green text in
the spreadsheet, with the funds in parenthesis. Generally, SCCWRP thinks that most of these funded projects
(such as CADDIS, correlative models, cyanotoxins) are already coming along in their development.
 The number of votes from CTAG members on categories of projects or specific projects are shown in
“comment” format. In each comment box “REG” indicates the number of regulator votes, “SW” indicates the
number of stormwater agency votes, and “POTW” indicates the number of POTW agency votes.
 Comment boxes also indicate how SCCWRP would distribute a hypothetical $1M budget to the various
projects. Although this $1M was a hypothetical exercise it is very indicative of what SCCWRP thinks about
their own priorities (SCCWRP’s priorities for this hypothetical budget are also summarized below).
SCCWRP’s $1M hypothetical budget

Category
Tool Development
Tool Development
Tool Development
Tool Development

Sub-category
Condition Assessment
Condition Assessment
Linkage Models
Nutrient Source Tracking

Interpretation
Assistance

Condition Assessment

Topic
Organic Matter
Cyanotoxins
Process Models
Source Signatures
Assessment Framework
Development &
Interpretation

Hypothetical
$ Allocation
$200K
$100K
$400K
$200K

$100K

In general, POTW, REG, and SW votes all favored Tool Development (threshold studies, protocols/metrics, linkage
models, process models, nutrient source tracking), and Interpretation Assistance (Assessment Framework
Development & Interpretation, Development of Long-term monitoring protocols/water quality program
requirements). Some topics that were favored by regulators (and not by POTWs) included cyanotoxins and a push to
start looking at lakes.
General Comments
The focus of the discussion was freshwater wadeable streams. However there was interest with some participants to
get SCCWRP started on the research and tool development related to nutrient management issues for lakes.
SCCWRP responded that the science of lake nutrient issues is significantly different than estuaries & streams in terms
of science, not many POTWs have lake discharges and therefore CTAG members have not had a lot of interest in lake
eutrophication, and also that funding for lake research is not currently available. As an action item, SCCWRP will
investigate funding options to get started on lakes in the future.
State Board Interests: Personally, I had not previously heard the State Board speak on what research priorities they
have in mind for this NNE effort, so this item may deserve special attention by all. State Board staff indicated interest
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in threshold studies, beneficial use impacts by category (REC-1, REC-2, etc.), process models, assessment framework,
nutrient source signatures, cyanotoxins, agency coordination. Based on these indications at this early stage, the
State Board interests appear to be fairly well aligned with most POTW interests.
Natural variability: Lack of confidence in our understanding of the natural variability of the metrics being used to
formulate nutrient regulation tools came up several times, with no easy answers as to how to fill the data gap.
SCCWRP agreed to make this an action item and develop a workplan in the near future (see Action Items at the end).

POTW issues that may affect the development of the State Board’s NNE policy
LACSD attended the July 17th CTAG meeting to bring up issues that still need some study, in view of the NNE policy
to be developed, and to make a case for a few “wishlist” research items. The items below were intended to expand
on the major problems key issues that we believe remain unresolved and will probably need to be taken up in future
meetings of the stakeholder group involved in the State’s NNE policy. SCCWRP’s reaction to each item has been
added.
1. ISSUE - Linkage to Beneficial Uses: We need to develop tools that can “translate” biological condition
estimates (algal biomass, CSCI, algal IBI, etc.) into predicted effects on beneficial uses (“Cold”, “Warm”,
“Spwn”, “Migr”, etc.). The EPA-ORD study considered differences in secondary biological indicators,
particularly biological condition and algal biomass indicators, from reference expectations as beneficial use
impairments, but linkage of differences-from-reference to the existing beneficial use categories (“Cold”,
“Warm”, “Spwn”, “Migr”, etc.) has not been made, and the biological indicator levels that are protective of
each category beneficial use have not been determined. In determining what is protective of a beneficial use,
we recognize that - for at least some secondary characteristics such as dissolved oxygen (DO) - difference
from reference condition does not necessarily result in beneficial use impairment. It depends on the
magnitude of the difference and the beneficial use being evaluated. Each beneficial use category may
potentially tolerate a different degree of difference-from-reference, and some biological condition indicators
may be more appropriate for one beneficial use category than another. Therefore, for DO, researchers have
determined the minimum DO thresholds necessary to maintain critical beneficial uses, independent of any
statistical differences observed relative to reference DO. There is a need for significant research on the other
proposed secondary biological indicators, particularly those associated with biological condition (including
algal biomass), to determine what protective requirements are appropriate for each category of beneficial
uses and how much of a reduction/increase is ecologically tolerable while still protecting each beneficial use.
SCCWRP Reaction: SCCWRP accepted that the specific beneficial uses need to be addressed (a column with
the categories of beneficial uses was added to the whiteboard) and agreed that appropriate objectives should
be assigned to each category of beneficial uses. Regarding the impairment thresholds, the initial SCCWRP
attitude was that the regulators should decide what values represent impairment. The option of causal
experiments as a way to identify thresholds was not discussed, SCCWRP appears disinterested in conducting
experimental studies in streams, but ultimately SCCWRP accepted that some scientific study (very likely based
on expert opinion) can be performed and they proposed a BCG (Biological Condition Gradient) analysis as the
means of determining what is ecologically tolerable for each type of beneficial use. On the whiteboard,
SCCWRP linked the box of the BCG study to the threshold development work. We will need to watch this
closely to see how this BCG study will be organized. There may still be some pushback from regulators who
want to consider all threshold decisions as regulatory decisions, Regional Boards in particular tend to want
these determinations at their exclusive discretion.
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2. ISSUE - Temporal limitations of existing data: The correlative models for condition assessment used by
SCCWRP so far were built with datasets from temporally limited sampling (e.g., once between May-Sept) so
we don’t know whether the models include the right covariates or whether they would be applicable outside
the index period.
SCCWRP Reaction: SCCWRP commented that nutrient regulation will be on a year-round basis and we lack
data sets in which the full suite of nutrient-related stressors are measured year round. Funding is currently
not available for this work. No specific proposals on how to correct the data gap were made, other than
agencies volunteering compliance monitoring data sets, where bioassessment or algal data may be included.
3. ISSUE – Better Conceptual Models. [Develop/Refine Predictive Models capable of predicting the response of
biological condition indicators to management options that are not limited to N and P discharges (i.e. the
CASA approach)]: Beyond nutrient loadings, management options may involve implementation of changes in
various environmental factors such waterbody hydrology, light attenuation, temperature, stream habitat
modifications, and others. To assist decision makers in evaluating the most efficient control approaches, the
models should also be capable of predicting impacts to secondary characteristics when one or any
combination of the nutrient loadings and/or environmental factors are altered.
SCCWRP Reaction: Ultimately SCCWRP’s model development work may be limited to determination/selection
of the most appropriate parameters for models, it is not yet clear if they are going to produce fully developed
models that can be directly applied to site-specific conditions. SSCWRP clarified the difference between
correlative models (which are regional, since they involve large data sets) and said that in the current
SCCWRP framework the CASA approach is included in what SCCWRP calls “process models” and those models
would be site specific. There was some acknowledgment that because correlative approaches were going to
suggest nutrient thresholds that are unattainable, the State may provide the option of process models to
derive site-specific nutrient standards. SCCWRP would consider site-specific modeling to apply the CASA
approach and investigate the effect of the various environmental factors but they need a case study (a
volunteer agency) and that case study opportunity has not presented itself yet.
4. ISSUE - Use of Eco-Region Comparisons: The use of state-wide data sets in the development of indicators
and thresholds based on reference condition similarity may be under or over protective if reference
condition expectations differ significantly among eco-regions. Algal biomass at reference sites from the
entire state can vary from region to region and such regional differences should be tabulated so that they do
not get lost under broad averaging and percentile statistics. Furthermore, too general of an approach may
not allow for differentiation by beneficial use (“Cold”, “Warm”, etc.), stream class, etc. if these categories are
also eco-region specific or unequally distributed among eco-regions.
SCCWRP Reaction: There was no clear commitment from SCCWRP to specifically evaluate differences
between eco-regions, stream subtypes, etc. We will need to watch if & how this will be addressed by the
technical workplan that SCCWRP will provide to the state-wide NNE stakeholder group in the near future.
5. ISSUE - Impact of non-point sources on stream nutrient concentrations: Studies have suggested a
correlation between urbanization and some indicators of biological condition and nutrient concentrations in
streams without significant point sources. Research is needed to determine how land cover and
urbanization/development intensity can affect these indicators in the absence of point source loadings. It
would be preferable, if not necessary for such a study to include a gradient of development intensity. The
work done on the Santa Margarita River may be well suited for this purpose. This should provide the means
to estimate background nutrient levels and biological condition across a development intensity gradient
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without point source contributions that can be compared to point-source contributions to determine relative
importance of these contributions.
SCCWRP Reaction: SCCWRP responded that they did not think that a research project as described above
would be necessary because they already have addressed point vs. non-point contributions through their
source signature studies, which have been under way for a while now. SCCWRP said they already have
confidence that they can handle nutrient source signatures. SCCWRP added that a demonstration project
using nutrient source signatures could be useful and there they would strive to estimate loading rates for
some sources that could then be considered regionally applicable. We have not seen any report on SCCWRP’s
nutrient source signature work and we will need to look at what they have developed, because source
identification alone may not completely give us the tools we would need to predict relative magnitude of
nutrient contributions (loadings) from point & non-point sources as a function of development intensity or in a
regionally applicable manner.
6. ISSUE - Evaluate and Potentially Refine Sampling Methods and Protocols: We need to have SCCWRP assess
and provide guidance of maximum sampling frequency in response to scouring events including rain,
sampling disturbance, and non-perenniality. Examine minimum sample composites used for characterizing
non-quantitative biomass and substrate condition. Conduct studies to determine seasonal timing of sampling
and number of samples needed to estimate “peak” primary production. We also need to have standardized
protocols for pH, DO, etc., as well as for benthic invertebrates.
SCCWRP Reaction: SCCWRP is focusing on Organic Matter metrics because in some streams, pH or DO may
not be appropriate metrics (e.g., when a stream becomes so shallow that DO monitoring is not feasible or is
not driven by Organic Matter). SCCRWP commented that they will conduct a review of related studies and
synthesize a document addressing development of monitoring protocols without additional funding in 2015.
7. ISSUE - Evaluation of nutrient bioavailability in the stream based on nutrient source: Point-sources of
nutrients, such as POTWs, may use a variety of treatment technologies to remove nutrients from waters that
are discharged to waterbodies. POTWs are also likely to evaluate options and possible changes to their
currently used treatment processes in response to potentially changing nutrient discharge limits. There have
been some studies suggesting that different types of treatment technology result in different levels of
bioavailability of the nutrients being discharged. It might be of some interest to the regulated community if
the bioavailability and nutrient species composition in correlation with commonly used nutrient removal
technologies were evaluated (particularly with respect to P removal which a lot of POTWs are not currently
practicing). Although this would probably not have a major impact on NNE policy development, an organized
guidance document to POTWs and regulators about the ecological impact of various types of effluent
discharges would be useful.
SCCWRP Reaction: We ran out of time to probe into the potential willingness of SCCWRP to take on this
specific project. However, there was a discussion about SCCWRP’s role in the evaluation of nutrient control in
the context of technology and BMPs and we did specifically ask if SCCWRP would be able to summarize
existing research literature findings on the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of nutrient control practices
and BMPs. SCCWRP responded that they have always shied away from this type of work because nutrient
controls and BMPs are always making advances and SCCWRP can’t put their limited research resources into
evaluating something that may soon be outdated or ends up no longer being practiced. Therefore, we did not
pursue this proposal any further, and for now this item is not high priority research.
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SCCWRP/CTAG Action Items
1. A work plan will be developed to address natural variability of the metrics being used to formulate nutrient
regulation tools.
2. A CTAG member (Bram) will look into finding a case-study that can be used for process model development
(we will want this to be consistent with the CASA approach). This will probably be a TMDL-related case
from SoCal.
3. A work plan will be developed to address nutrient source signature issues
4. SCCWRP asked us to hold off until they get a better handle on the “Assessment Framework Development &
Interpretation” item on the whiteboard, they will come up with a draft document in 2015.
5. SCCWRP will work with interested parties and try to obtain funding for lake eutrophication research.

WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Jim Colston, Chair
JColston@ocsd.com

Barbara Sharatz, Vice Chair
BSharatz@sandiego.gov

Conference Updates by Chris Herbeck, LACSD
Call for Abstracts - 2015 Industrial and Commercial Water Reuse Conference
The WateReuse Association has announced a Call for Abstracts to all professionals whose responsibilities include
corporate sustainability or the operation and management of industrial or commercial water-using facilities
(including water utilities). Selected abstracts will be offered a platform to present at the 2015 Industrial and
Commercial Water Reuse Conference scheduled to take place at the Hilton Austin in Austin, Texas February 2-3,
2015. The abstracts are due July 18, 2014.
The conference will focus on sustainable water policies, accounting and conservation of water and energy, and the
development and application of appropriate water treatment and reuse technology. Corporate sustainability
initiatives that result in measurable reductions in water use will be discussed as well as case studies and “lessons
learned” related to use of municipal effluent in place of potable water and the internal reuse of industrial water
supplies. For more information, go to https://www.watereuse.org/industrial-commercial-2015 .
30th Annual Environmental Conference 2014
The Industrial Environmental Association (IEA) has opened registration for their 30th Annual Environmental
Conference which this year will be October 28, 29 at the Mission Bay Hilton in San Diego. The conference is the West
Coast's premier event for environmental compliance and much more. The special keynote speaker on the first
morning will be Assembly Speaker Toni Atkins. In addition, the conference has a great schedule of sessions planned
on subjects including the new storm water regulations, environmental justice, proposed changes to the Prop 65
Warnings, Priority Products, California’s Grid Reliability, and more. For more information, go to http://ieasd.com/conference/ .
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Non Sequitur
KNOWLEDGE COMES, BUT WISDOM LINGERS.
- - - LOCKSLEY HALL, L. 141

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Orange County Water District – Hydrospectives
OCWD Water News - July 2014
http://newsletter.ocwd.com/2014/Newsletter_201407.aspx?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Newsletter+-++July+2014

SCAP welcomes our newest members: “The City of Simi Valley” and “Gate 5 Energy Partners, Inc.”
The City of Simi Valley, with an estimated population of 126,414 (as of December 2011) is the third largest of
Ventura County's ten cities. Occupying an area of approximately 42 square miles, it is located in Southeast Ventura
County, adjacent to the northwestern perimeter of the San Fernando Valley, approximately 37 miles northwest of
downtown Los Angeles. The City was incorporated in 1969 under the general laws of the State of California and
operates under a General-Law/council-manager form of government.
The Sanitation Services Division of the Public Works Department provides an essential service to the residents and
businesses in Simi Valley – the conveyance and treatment of sewage. This responsibility exists around the clock,
every day of the year. In order to provide this service, the Sanitation Services Division operates and maintains the
sewer system that runs underneath City streets and a Water Quality Control Plant where the wastewater is treated
to a very high standard before being returned to the environment. Sanitation Services are a complex set of
operations that involve trained and qualified staff, specialized equipment, deliberate planning, engineering, qualified
contractors, significant electrical energy, and other resources.
Gate 5 Energy Partners, Inc., is an Orange County based startup offering wastewater treatment
plants an onsite biosolids management alternative that creates energy, is non-polluting,
sustainable and runs without fossil fuel.
Gate 5’s “waste to energy” technology addresses major environmental challenges today: the
world’s fossil fuels are being depleted and land available for managing Residuals is declining,
both at
increasing rates. At the same time an accelerated rate of climate change is attributed to release of greenhouse gasses
and burning of fossil fuels. Additionally, worldwide the public and private sectors work to protect people and the
environment from the public health risks of contamination and diseases that can be borne by Residuals. The G5ES is
an innovative technology that addresses these critical problems with a solution that is both economically and
environmentally sound: today’s waste becomes tomorrow’s power.
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